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How to Check Mac CPU Usage One of the frequent causes of emergency situations in the Mac in recent years has
been a noticed breakdown of the speakers. Any sound produced by the system is primarily determined by the

sound card's hardware drivers. However, it is already possible to test the speakers without connecting them to an
external amplifier. To do this, just start the process of searching for speakers and see which one will start listening

after that. Using speakers allows you to hear not only the signal reproduced by them, but also all other noises
produced inside the system unit. However, you may be pleased with the fact that in many cases there is a

significant reduction in audibility. Typically, this can be caused by damage to the speakers that occurred during
transit, or after an unsuccessful attempt to open the case of a MacBook Pro or iMac. To check the correct

operation of the speakers, you must either start the process of disabling sound devices, or listen to them yourself.
If after that you did not hear anything, this does not mean that the sound card could not be affected either.

Therefore, it is recommended to check all the speakers at once or, if possible, in the next few days. Of course, in
most cases, when it comes to a desktop computer, it is more appropriate to contact specialists to diagnose and

service a laptop. However, if the repair and diagnostics of a Mac computer or other machine is carried out in a not
too large service center, you can resort to independent advice. Two system units, usually having the same number

of inputs, can make noise in different directions. In this case, try to find out where the source of the noise is
coming from. If the answer is no, then the problems may be related to the sound cards located on both or more

motherboards. In this case, you can schematically imagine in which direction each of the channels for audio
signals works. To determine the direction of sound in your stereo system, you can insert an earphone into the
audio jack and turn on the system. The sound that occurs when listening in one direction should be directed

towards the center of the source. If you are listening to speakers in two directions, select one of the channels as the
sound source location.If both channels work equally well, don't look for the source of the noise in the mother
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